The Brazilian Cerrado is significantly affected by anthropic fires every year, which makes the region an important source of pyrogenic emissions. This study aims at generating improved 1 km monthly burned area maps for Cerrado based on remote-sensed information. The algorithm relies on a burn-sensitive vegetation index based on MODIS daily values of near and middle infrared reflectance and makes use of active fire detection from multiple sensors. Validation is performed using reference burned area (BA) maps derived from Landsat imagery. Results are also compared with MODIS standard BA products. A monthly BA database for the Brazilian Cerrado is generated covering the period 2005-2014. Estimated value of BA is 1.3 times larger than the value derived from reference data, making the product suitable for applications in fire emission studies and ecosystem management. As expected the intra and inter-annual variability of estimated BA over the Brazilian Cerrado is in agreement with the regime of precipitation. This work represents the first step towards setting up a regional database of BA for Brazil to be developed in the 
Introduction
The global atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide have increased to levels unprecedented in at least 800,000 years [1] . Although fossil fuel emissions play a primary role in the increase, emissions from changes in land use, such as deforestation and vegetation fires cannot be disregarded. In Brazil, the primary source of greenhouse gases, as well as of aerosols and trace gases, has been the conversion of natural vegetation to pasture and agriculture using fire practices [2] . Furthermore, lower moisture conditions enable the use of fire as a tool for land management during the dry season [3] . However, fire frequently spreads without control, becoming a major concern due to vast areas of tropical evergreen forest affected [4] . A comprehensive description of the use of fire in Brazil may be found in [5] .
In such context, the interactions between climatic conditions and anthropogenic activities had a major role on the fire regime in the Brazilian Amazonia and Cerrado over the last two decades. The intensive drought events that have struck the region are to be added to the economic pressure to convert Amazon forest and Cerrado into crop fields and cattle pasture [6] . For instance, compared to the previous year, the extreme dry year of 2010 was characterized by an increase of 100% in the number of fire pixels detected by just one polar orbiting satellite (information online at http://www.cptec.inpe.br/queimadas).
Taking into account the historical scenario of fire disturbances in Brazil, an increase of fire occurrences and intensity are to be expected in this region under climate change associated with the enhanced greenhouse effect. Several studies have shown that climate change has the potential to increase fire occurrence, size, and intensity associated with drier and warmer climates in several regions around the world [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In particular, a stronger vulnerability of Brazilian ecosystems (mainly Amazonia) to fire due to global warming and land use changes has been predicted, suggesting a dramatic increase in wildfire frequency and intensity, as well as in the total area burned, with a longer period of severe fire occurrences [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The observed and expected increases in the incidence, extent, and severity of uncontrolled burning have led to calls for international environmental policies regarding fire [19] . Such concerns strongly point to the need for reliable fire information for policymakers, scientists, and resource managers. Several studies have been carried out using remote sensing imagery for burned land mapping, and special attention has been devoted to mapping burned areas using remote sensing at the global scale [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . However, as pointed out by several authors [23] [24] [25] [26] there are still large disagreements (around two orders of magnitude) in the quantification of biomass burning among products, in terms of both annual extent and location of the areas burnt. This is partly due to the fact that development of an accurate algorithm to detect surface changes caused by fire at the global scale is still hampered by the complexity, diversity, and very large number of biomes involved. The abovementioned limitations of burned area (BA) estimations at the global scale can be reduced with the development of regional algorithms which take into account local characteristics such as vegetation type, soil, and climate and where validation and calibration exercises are less complex to implement.
Despite the explicit vulnerability to fire of Brazilian ecosystems. Together with the unequivocal need for reliable fire information, to the best of our knowledge studies focusing on the problem of long-term BA detection in Brazilian ecosystems were limited to those of [27] . Increasing efforts are being spent to control deforestation processes and monitor anthropic vegetation fires in Brazil. As a result from an initiative between Brazil and Portugal, the Brazilian Fire-Land-Atmosphere System (BrFLAS) Project aims at improving the scientific and technical knowledge regarding vegetation fires in Brazil, specifically, by assessing both areal and severity extent, estimating atmospheric emissions and transport, establishing relations to observed past conditions, and inferring possible implications by taking as reference future climate scenarios.
This work presents the basis and discusses the results of an automated algorithm to detect monthly burned areas based on Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) remote sensing data. The developed methodology is validated over a selected study area in the Brazilian Cerrado against reference data derived from higher resolution data from Landsat. Results are further compared with MODIS standard burned area products. Finally, a monthly burned area database for the Brazilian Cerrado covering the period 2005-2014 is generated using the algorithm developed and an assessment is made on the relationship between the intra-and inter-annual variability of BA and the precipitation regime. This feasibility study paves the way for the forthcoming BrFLAS project where the algorithm developed will be further refined and applied to all Brazilian biomes.
Data and Methods

Data
Calibration BA data consists of top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) values of middle-infrared (MIR) radiance, near-infrared (NIR) reflectance, and thermal-infrared (TIR) brightness temperature, as acquired by the MODIS instrument onboard Terra and Aqua satellites. Data were extracted from the Terra/Aqua MODIS Level 1B 1 km V5 product, MOD021/MYD021 (MCST, 2006), and correspond to channels 2 (NIR, centered at 0.858 μm), 20 (MIR, centered at 3.785 μm), and 31 (TIR, centered at 11.017 μm). Geolocation data, as well as land/sea mask and solar and view angle information for each MODIS 1 km sample, were obtained from the MODIS Geolocation product (MOD03 and MYOD03). MODIS direct broadcast data were obtained from the Image Generation Division (DGI) of the Brazilian Institute for Space Research (INPE). Information about active fires relies on fire detection algorithms produced by INPE using direct broadcast data from GOES, NOAA-AVHRR, MSG/SEVIRI, Aqua/MODIS and Terra/MODIS satellites, with the exception of TRMM and ATSR, which are off-the-shelves fire products.
The process of validation requires ground data of solid quality that are seldom available over large areas and for long periods of time. Validation was therefore performed by comparing results obtained with reference BA data derived from Landsat 5 TM 30 m imagery over Jalapã o, Tocantins (Figure 1 ), which lies within Landsat path/row 221/67. The Landsat validation scene was the subject of a meticulously, lengthy (two years) and expensive manual work complemented by field trips. The BA reference dataset was derived using a semi-automatic algorithm [28] . The semi-automatic process used to map burned areas in Landsat imagery uses a multi-temporal approach where thresholds are applied to the change rate of both NDVI and NBRL (Normalized Burn Ratio Long SWIR Variation) spectral indices. The algorithm computes and filters the rate of change in NDVI and NBRL, as derived from two consecutive images. The spatial coincidence of a marked change in both NDVI and NBRL is taken as an indication of a burning episode in the period elapsed between the dates of the pair of images analyzed. Input images are accepted only with cloud cover up to 10%, and the maximum allowed time span between consecutive scenes is one month. Table 1 shows dates of Landsat images that were used to derive reference maps. Precipitation data integrate the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) dataset and correspond to monthly surface precipitation as derived from the TRMM 3B31 product [29] covering the period from 2005 to 2013. 2014 was not used since the TRMM orbit started to decline in mid-2014.
The study region analyzed herein covers about 187 km × 187 km and lies within Landsat path/row 221/67. The region belongs to the Cerrado biome and has been increasingly affected by anthropogenic fire in recent years. The region is covered by a mosaic of savannas with varying tree density, ranging from open grassland to dense savanna. Some denser savannas and woodlands occur occasionally [30] .
Results were further compared with those from the two MODIS BA standard products, namely the MCD45A1 Burned Area Product [31] and MCD64A1 Direct Broadcast Monthly Burned Area Product [32] . Both BA products were downloaded from the University of Maryland FTP site and then mosaicked and reprojected using the MODIS Reprojection Tool.
MCD45A1 is a monthly Level 3 gridded 500 m product containing per-pixel burning and quality information and tile-level metadata. Data were restricted to confidence levels 1-4, since level 5 detections should not be used in any quantitative analysis because of the low accuracy of BA detection when fire is due to agricultural practices.
MCD64A1 is globally available on a monthly basis back to August 2000 at 500 m resolution. The MCD64A1 Direct Broadcast Monthly Burned Area Product is currently used in the framework of the Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED) initiative and will replace MCD45A1 in the upcoming MODIS Collection 6. Among the five data layers from MCD64A1, only the Burn Date was used in our study, as this product does not have flags containing confidence levels.
The different temporal resolutions of the MCD45 (daily), MCD64 (daily), and the proposed algorithm (monthly) imply reconciling the three data sets with the periods covered by the Landsat reference data. 
Description of the Algorithm
Several studies have shown that use of MIR reflectance is especially appropriate for BA detection [33] [34] [35] [36] . On one hand, the MIR domain is virtually unaffected by smoke, allowing for almost undisturbed surface observation, including under extreme biomass burning conditions [36] . On the other hand, the MIR domain contributes to solving certain ambiguities between burned and unburned surfaces which may occur, for example, in the visible (VIS) and short-wave infrared (SWIR), especially between 2.0 and 2.5 μm [37] .
A new constraint in the NIR/MIR space was found by [36] , similar to the soil line in the RED/NIR space. Introduced by [38] , the soil line concept consists of a linear relationship between NIR and R reflectance of bare soil that has greatly contributed to the design of robust vegetation indices that are insensitive to the soil background while remaining responsive to vegetation [39] . The NIR/MIR constraint has in turn opened new perspectives in the line of the development of optical vegetation indices, namely for BA discrimination. For instance, [36] have developed a burn-sensitive vegetation index that is defined in a transformed NIR/MIR space. The transformed space is framed by coordinates ξ and η, respectively defined as the difference between NIR and MIR, and as the distance in NIR-MIR space to a point of coordinates (NIR0 = 0.05, MIR0 = 0.24). Coordinates of this ideally totally burnt pixel are given by estimates of the minimum (maximum) reflectance of burned vegetation in the NIR (MIR) bands. Two indices, V and W, are then designed in the transformed space (ξ, η) in such a way that vegetated pixels tend to be aligned along V = 1, with burned pixels being located close to the origin, followed (with increasing values of W) by dry/stressed vegetation and then by green vegetation (Figure 2 ). For each pair of values of NIR and MIR, values of W were estimated based on tabulated values derived according to the procedure described in [36] . Tables of V and W are available from the authors.
Figure 2.
Contours of W (thick lines) and V (thin lines) in the η/ξ space. Light gray dots denote MODIS pixels from Cerrado. Selected pixels corresponding to burned surfaces, soil/dry vegetation, vegetation, clouds and water are, respectively, highlighted in black, brown, green, dark gray and blue.
First Step: Pre-Processing
Values of MIR reflectance were retrieved from MODIS channel 20 radiances by applying the methodology developed by [40] to daytime imagery and using TIR (MODIS channel 31) brightness temperature as a surrogate for land surface temperature. Following [36] , all images acquired at solar zenith angles (SZA) greater than 55° were rejected. When Terra and Aqua images were both available for the same day, the image selected was the one with the lowest SZA. Images with view zenith angles (VZA) greater than 45° were also rejected in order to prevent large distortions in pixel size. Pixels associated to water bodies were also masked using the land/sea mask from the MODIS Geolocation product.
Burned surfaces tend to have values of W close to zero, especially shortly after the fire event, whereas green vegetation tends to be characterized by higher values of W (about 0.3). Intermediate values of W generally correspond to vegetation of small density and/or to exposed soil in the background. Clouds and cloud shadows are often associated to high values of W (greater than 0.4) and pixels associated to these values were flagged and therefore rejected.
Second Step: Temporal Composites
Multi-temporal image compositing is an operational way to mitigate the gap of information about the land surface due to the presence of cloudy pixels, which is especially common in the tropics [41] . Compositing also contributes to reduce the daily reflectance variability and residual atmospheric effects [42] . Compositing techniques have been therefore widely used for BA detection [41, [43] [44] [45] . Following these approaches, monthly minimum composites of W were computed, with the chosen span of one month.
Third
Step: Selection of Burned Pixels (Stage I) Identification of pixels of burned areas is performed in two stages. In Stage I, the analysis is restricted to pixels in a 3 × 3 pixel matrix buffer zones centered in pixels where active fires were identified during the compositing period. Active fires are extracted from the INPE database containing fire pixels from GOES, NOAA, MSG, TRMM, ATSR, Aqua and Terra satellites. The buffer is assumed as an area of influence of the identified active fires, taking into account that hotspot data have different spatial resolutions (e.g., 4 km for GOES, 3 km for MSG/SEVIRI and 1 km for Terra/MODIS at nadir).
As pointed out by [32] , algorithms aiming at BA detection based on active fire detection [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] may fail to identify burned areas due to active fire omissions either because of the time of satellite overpass or due to obscuration by clouds, smoke and vegetation. Schroeder et al. [51] have quantified the impact of cloud obscuration for GOES active fires in the Brazilian Amazonia, showing active fires omissions around 15% due to cloud cover. When assessing fire continuity over time and space, Schroeder et al. [52] suggest the integration of multiple datasets in order to reduce the uncertainties in fire counts when derived using a single system. Giglio et al. [24] also pointed out that BA detection may benefit from the fusion of multi-sensor active fire observations. Defining the buffer zone using hot spots from a variety of sensors has the advantage, therefore, of widening both the spatial and the temporal coverages with subsequent reduction of active fire omissions leading to a more accurate definition of buffer zones where burned pixels may be identified by the algorithm.
Next, in Stage I, pixels in the 3 × 3 matrix buffer are classified as burned areas when there is a change in W between monthly composites induced by a fire event.
Let W1 and W2 be the values of W for a given pixel in two successive monthly composites. This pixel is considered as burned if the following conditions are all fulfilled:
I. the pixel belongs to a 3 × 3 pixel buffer matrix; II. W2 ≤ 0.16; and III. ΔW = W2 − W1 ≤ 0.
Estimates of thresholds of W2 and ΔW were obtained by applying classification trees using observed values of W2 and ΔW for burned and unburned pixels in a sample of around 25,000 MODIS pixels. Details may be found in [36] . Stage II identifies pixels that although presenting less intense signals in either W or ΔW are likely to be in burned areas because of their vicinity to pixels already classified as burned. The weaker radiometric signal may be due to partial burning or to low fire intensity. The procedure consists in the following steps:
I. Let all pixels classified as burnt pixels in stage I be considered as seed points; II. For each seed point, let N be the total number of seed points inside a grid of 5 × 5 pixels centered at the considered seed point; in case N ≥ 3, let Ŵ and δW be the mean and the mean absolute deviation of seed points within the grid. Let W* be the value of W for a pixel inside the grid that is not a seed point; this pixel is then classified as a burned area pixel and considered as a new seed point if the two following conditions are fulfilled:
a. ΔW* = W* 2 − W* 1 ≤ 0; b. W* ≤ Ŵ + (δW).
III.
Step II is recursively performed until no new seed points are generated. IV. The burned area is obtained by summing up all identified burned area pixels. 
Validation Procedure
The quality of a given thematic map derived from remote sensing is usually assessed based on a systematic comparison with other maps also derived from remote sensing. The quality assessment is usually performed based on verification measures as derived from contingency tables ( Table 2 ) [53] . The following five verification measures were used:
The overall accuracy (OA), defined as the fraction of correctly classified pixels, either as burned or unburned:
The omission error (OE), defined as the fraction of burned pixels in the reference map that were not classified as such in the BA product:
The commission error (CE), defined as the fraction of pixels classified as burned in the BA product that are unburned pixels in the reference map:
The bias (B), defined as the ratio of the number of pixels classified as burned in the BA product to the number of burned pixels in the reference map:
The Dice coefficient (DC) that is a measure of similarity between the classifier and the reference map in terms of the number of common burned pixels:
Whereas OA reflects the agreement between the BA product and the reference map (i.e., the accuracy of the classification), OE and CE provide information about the reliability and discrimination power of the developed classifier. An unbiased classification exhibits a value of bias equal to one, whereas a bias greater (less) than one indicates the events were over (under) classified. Ranging between 0 and 1, DC measures the overlap fraction of pixels classified as burned to those truly burned in the reference map. Traditional contingency tables assume that each pixel belongs to a single class; however, several studies [54] [55] [56] have shown that use of pure pixel approaches is a common source of error in the accuracy assessment of remote sensing products, since reference maps generally have higher resolution than the map being tested. As shown by [57] , the problems posed by mixed pixels may be circumvented by using fuzzy theory, which allows each pixel to belong to multiple classes with different degrees of membership. In the present work, the agreement/disagreement between the TM reference data (30 m resolution) and coarser BA products are computed taking into account the proportion of BA from reference data within the product pixel, following the approach developed by [58] . For instance, if a pixel is classified as burned area by the BA product and has 60% of BA from reference data, it will have a proportion of 0.6 as true burned and 0.4 as commission error, as opposed to a weight of 1 as true burned and 0 as commission error that would be assigned following the traditional approach. This kind of approach takes into account the real proportion of reference burned pixel within the product pixel. The same rationale has been followed in recent studies [59, 60] when validating algorithms for global BA.
The procedure is exemplified in Figure 4 , where the 30 m reference scars from Landsat over Jalapã o in 2005 (JA) and the corresponding percentages for 1 km MODIS pixels are shown. A zoom of the area is also presented, superimposed by the vectors of the scars as derived from Landsat reference maps. , represented by black lines and respective percentages of burned areas for MODIS pixels of 1 km, where red pixels denote percentages below 25%, blue pixels between 25% and 50%, green pixels between 50% and 75%, and yellow above 75%. Small panel: zoom of the area, superimposed by the vectors of the scars as derived from Landsat reference maps (black lines).
Results and Discussion
Accuracy Assessment
The results of above-described algorithm, hereafter referred to as AQM (from "área queimada", meaning burned area in Portuguese), were compared with the ones of MCD64A1 and MCD45A1 products. Figure 5 presents the four verification measures derived from the contingency tables of the three BA products over the study area and period. In general, the overall accuracy (OA) for MCD64A1 and MCD45A1 BA products is slightly higher than for AQM, the maximum and minimum values being observed in 2005 and 2008 periods, respectively for the three products (Figure 5a ). It should be noted, however, that OA satisfies the principle of equivalence of the events [61] , giving equal credit for burned and unburned classes. This property is not always desirable, particularly in the case of BA detection studies where the burned event is more relevant than the non-occurrence event (unburned event). 32%) ; for the remaining two years the DC for AQM is just 1% below that for MCD64A1 (59% vs. 60% in 2005 and 79% vs. 80% in 2010). The MCD45A1 product presents very low values of DC, below 50% in four of the years, the two exceptions being 2007 (53%) and 2010 (58%). These results indicate that, compared to MCD64A1 and especially to MCD45A1, the AQM product tends to present a higher mean overlap between pixels classified as burned ones by AQM and those classified as burned in the reference map. Table 3 provides the number of hits, omission errors, and commission errors obtained when comparing AQM and MCD64A1 and MCD45A1 versus reference maps of burned scars derived from Landsat TM over Jalapã o in the study period. A hit (omission) is defined as a pixel identified as burned (not burned) by the considered algorithm and where the fraction of burned pixels in the reference map is greater than 0; a commission is in turn defined as a pixel identified as burned by the considered algorithm but where the fraction of burned pixels in the reference map is 0. Each scar is defined as a contiguous set of pixels with positive fractions of burned pixels in the reference map; for each scar a boundary is defined as the set of pixels with a null fraction of burned pixels in the reference map and immediately outside the scar. Table 3 . Number of hits, omission errors, and commission errors when comparing AQM and MCD64A1 and MCD45A1 versus TM reference maps over Jalapã o during the study period. For hits and omissions, each cell also presents the fractions of low burned pixels (L), i.e., with less than 50% burned area in the Landsat reference map and of highly burned pixels (H), i.e., with more than 50% burned, whereas for commissions each cell also presents the fractions of pixels located in the border of scars (∂S) or out of both scars and borders (O). As expected, for all three products, especially MCD64 and MCD45, the majority of hits is associated to highly burned pixels, i.e., those with more than 50% burned area in the reference map; however, the AQM product is able to correctly identify as burned area 44% of the pixels with less than one half of burned area, an amount that is about the double of that in either MCD64A1 (22%) or MCD45A1 (24%). In turn, and also as expected, for the three algorithms the majority of omissions is associated to pixels with less than 50% of burned area in the reference map.
Spatial Errors
The large number of commission errors by AQM contrasts with the low number in the two MODIS standard products; however, 42% of commission errors in AQM are associated to occurrences in pixels located along the borders of the scars, a feature that is clearly visible in Figure 6 whose maps presents hits, omission and commission errors for AQM and MCD64A1 over Jalapã o for the six validation periods. These results suggest that a substantial fraction of commission errors in AQM are not "false alarms" in the strict sense, but as an overestimate of the size of the real scars. This problem is likely to be associated to errors in geo-referencing of MODIS images that propagate into the multi-image composites.
A better insight into the characteristics of AQM may be obtained by analyzing the number of hits, omission errors and commission errors on a yearly basis and relating the results with the corresponding fractions of total number of scars and of total burned area for three classes of scar sizes as derived from Landsat data. As shown in Table 4 , for all periods analyzed, the area of study is characterized by high frequency (85%-90%) of small scars (<100 ha) that account for a small percentage (8%-19%) of the total BA. Large scars (>1000 ha) are rare (1%-2%) but account for a large amount (34%-64%) of the total BA. As opposed to regions where large scars are predominant, low resolution sensors tend to underestimate BA in regions where burned scars are small and fragmented. A large number of omission errors are, therefore, to be expected in all three analyzed products but, as already pointed out, the AQM is able to identify a larger fraction of partially burned pixels. Conversely, as pointed out by [62] , small and irregular unburned areas within large burned patches may lead to an increase in commission errors, particularly for high-sensitivity algorithms. However, the relative contributions of these three classes of scars drastically change from year to year; in the two years with the largest number of burned pixels (2007 and 2010), the large scars represent only 2% of the total number of scars but account for substantially more than half of the total burned area (58% and 64%), whereas in the two years with the lowest number of burned pixels (2008 and 2005) large scars just represent 1% of the total number and account for substantially less than half of the burned area (34% and 46%). These differences strongly reflect in the location of commission errors by AQM; in the two years with large number of burned pixels (2007 and 2010) commission errors mostly locate in the boundaries (80% and 70%) whereas in the two years with low number of pixels (2008 and 2005) commission errors mostly locate in pixels outside scars and borders (87% and 88%). In the case of hits and omissions, the contrast between years with high and low number of pixels is weaker when comparing the distributions between high and low burned pixels. Table 4 . As in Table 3 but for AQM and on an annual basis from 2005 to 2010 together with the distribution of scars by number and by associated burned area according to the respective size: small (lower than 100 ha), medium (between 100 and 1000 ha) and large (greater than 1000 ha). Years are sorted by increasing the number of total burned pixels as given by adding the number of hits and omissions. It is worth noting that the smaller burn scar size mapped in the Landsat images is 0.09 ha. 
Temporal Errors
An assessment was finally made of the implications of the different approaches in the estimation of the inter-annual variability of BA over the study region. Figure 7 displays the histogram representing the total amount of annual BA for Jalapã o as derived for the six validation periods from AQM, MCD64A1, MCD45A1 and the TM reference maps. While all four BA products show similar temporal behavior, there are significant differences regarding the magnitude of the amount of burned area. On average, the MCD64A1 and MCD45A1 provide BA estimates of 2334 km 2 The AQM algorithm was applied over Brazilian Cerrado and a cartographic database of monthly burned area with 1 km resolution was generated covering the 10-year period 2005-2014. The statistical representativeness of the validation area in Jalapã o was assessed by comparing the monthly time series of total burned area over Brazilian Cerrado and over Jalapã o. Figure 8 presents the Cerrado and Jalapã o time series of total monthly burned areas for the 10-year period. The two time series present very close behavior which translates into the value of 0.68 for the correlation between the two deseasonalized time series. Deseasonalization was performed by subtracting to each month value the mean of that month and then dividing by the respective standard deviation. 
Climatic Drivers
As shown in Figure 9 , the intra-annual variability of BA over Cerrado is closely related to the inter-annual regime of precipitation. There is a marked dry season from May to September, characterized by very low precipitation amounts. During the same period, there is a steady displacement towards higher values of the distribution of monthly values of BA. This displacement is in agreement with the increase in severity of doughtiness of the surface. It is worth mentioning that, despite the major role played by climate conditions, the human factor has also a prominent role on fire dynamics in this region and cannot be disregarded. As expected the inter-annual variability of burned area in Cerrado is also closely related to the inter-annual variability of precipitation. This is clearly shown in Figure 10 
Conclusions
The aim of this work was to contribute to the assessment of vegetation fires in Brazilian Cerrado, namely by providing improved monthly maps of burned area (BA) based on remote-sensed information together with estimates of the areal extent and temporal evolution of fire scars. The procedure relies on AQM, an algorithm that integrates daily information of NIR/MIR reflectances from MODIS 1 km imagery with active fire observations from multiple sensors. Results obtained were validated against 30 m spatial resolution Landsat imagery over Jalapã o, Brazil. Intercomparison with two MODIS standard products, MCD64A1 and MCD45A1, was also carried out.
Estimates of BA over Jalapã o from AQM, MCD45, and MCD64 products present similar inter-annual variability but marked differences among the magnitude of the estimates of total BA. On average, MCD64A1 and MCD45A1 provide underestimation (2.4 to 3.3 times smaller) of the total BA, whereas the estimated value of BA by AQM over the area and periods of validation is 1.3 times larger than the value derived from 30 m resolution imagery, making the product useful for applications in fire emission studies and ecosystem management. As expected the intra-and inter-annual variability of estimated BA over the Brazilian Cerrado is in close agreement with the regime of precipitation. The relationship between the spatio-temporal variability of burned area and climatic drivers is worth being analyzed in future studies.
Since the study area is characterized by a high frequency (85%-90%) of small scars (< 100 ha), a large number of omission errors is expected due to the coarse resolution of the BA products (500 m for MCD64A1 and MCD45A1, and 1 km for AQM). However the AQM product presents a reduced number of omission errors (below 40% in all cases) than the two MODIS standard products (greater than 60% in almost all cases analyzed). The two MODIS standard products appear as conservative in the sense that a low level of false alarms (below 10%) is attained with high occurrences of omission cases. The AQM product in turn has larger commission errors (20% to 40%) with a large fraction of those (more than 40%) occurring at the borders of the scars and may therefore not be strictly viewed as false alarms. The AQM product also presents balanced values of omission and commission errors, a feature that meets the point of view expressed by several users that answered the questionnaire designed by [63] who consider as acceptable a given level of omission and commission error as long as they are both similar. The AQM product presents higher similarity with the reference map in terms of the number of common burned pixels (77%) compared to the NASA products (60%) for the Cerrado region. Differences in results from the three products may be traced back to differences among the respective algorithms. Both MCD45 and MCD64 products rely on global algorithms whereas AQM is based on a regional algorithm, calibrated for Brazilian biomes. The MCD45 product does not make use of information about fire activity and detection of BA is based on changes in values of reflectance. The MCD64 product takes advantage of information about hotspots as detected by the MODIS instrument and uses a burn-sensitive vegetation index based on short-wave infrared (SWIR) channels together with a measure of temporal texture. The AQM product makes use of active fire observations from multiple sensors and relies on a burn-sensitive vegetation index based on MIR and NIR reflectance.
The AQM algorithm was used to generate a monthly BA database for the Brazilian Cerrado at 1 km resolution covering the period 2005-2014. The database will be extended to all biomes of Brazil in the framework of project BrFLAS. Additional validation sites in different biomes will be highly valuable to find realistic accuracy assessments of the algorithm for those conditions. For this purpose, more reference data sets are being developed at INPE using Landsat imagery.
In order to have a longer time series for analysis, the AQM algorithm will be refined and applied to MODIS data since 2000 to the present. Conversion of the MODIS AQM to NPP-VIIRS imagery with 375 m resolution is also under way, since this new sensor has the same spatial resolution for visible and thermal channels, a feature that is expected to improve the AQM results.
Under the scope of project BrFLAS, the database will be used to (1) estimate aerosol and gas emissions; (2) address the interactions between climatic and ecological drivers of fire activity; (3) develop short-term predictive models concerning fire risk dynamics at the regional level; and (4) understand and forecast future fire regimes under a variety of climate change scenarios, keeping in mind the inherent uncertainties related to an incomplete representation of physical, chemical, biological, and societal processes.
A major consequence of this work will be the operational implementation of its results in INPE's existing operational fire system, improving the overall quality of its products and benefiting a wide range of users, comprising government agencies, research groups, ecologists, fire managers, and NGOs.
